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Sunday, March 22, 2020
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Good morning to you all,
I hope this newsletter finds each & every one of you safe, but more importantly well.
I have done some work & some crafting this week, but also finally got the back garden
finished off, well apart from lots of individual berries that came down from the tree, happily
the new rake gathered up the clusters, then yesterday I got the front lawn mowed too.
I really need to focus on design work for a while as I am uploading way more than I am
creating, possibly because I upload an extra bunch of stuff direct to site each Sunday
morning now. But I have come across a file with tons of images in that I have barely touched,
so something to inspire me! More on that later.........
Image 1: I had two paper collections ready & eventually decided on this one; I have called it
‘Trio of flowers’ for obvious reasons.
Image 2: The final one of the three images I ‘photo shopped’ to enhance the colours now, &
again I created a decoupage from it. I do tend to return to particular resource files over &
over & this is one of those. But then in the week I took a good look through my resource files
& discovered one I have barely used so tons of unused images for me to explore, which will
be perfect for masculine designs – of all ages!
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Image 3: This is probably in my top ten of favourite images from the floral pictures I have at
my disposal; it is a really pretty yellow rose cluster that I have adapted into another of the
rose card kits.
Image 4: I am emptying files this morning & so I have the final two duo sheets from the
vintage fashion images, with a bunch of framed toppers at the top of the sheet & a
coordinating paper at the bottom.
Image 5: The second card kit from the roses file for the coming week is this luscious red rose
one, we are coming to an end of these designs now as there are only two more left on file. But
I do have other designs in that folder & will continue uploading the matching background for
each of these card kits direct to site on Sunday mornings.
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Image 6: The penultimate sheet from the feline decoupages now with this picture of a cat on
the scales with her kittens looking on, though what she is looking at isn’t clear so you could
always add something above when you use this in your design. I will upload the final sheet
direct to page this morning.
Image 7: The final one of these duo vintage fashion sheets now, I don’t have a favourite
amongst these images as there are so many beautiful one’s amongst them.
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Images 8 & 9: This duo are from the ‘just words’ file I created, through as you can see there
are no words on either! Instead I created various shaped tags for you to add things onto & will
also upload the background that I cut these tags from, so you have loads of scope to play
around with.
Image 10: The official bonus sheet for this morning is another from the just words file & using
the same backing paper as above, but this time I cut out the shapes & added greetings to
them. This is one of those sheets that I am not so sure about, but as those one’s seem to be
very popular with you I will upload it as the bonus sheet so don’t constantly keep coming
across the image.

Rita x

